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Executive Summary 

Albeit the market has been up over the past two weeks and NAZ and NDX making new uptrend highs, the percentage 

of individual investors expressing pessimism about the short-term direction of the stock market is at its highest level 

since February this year. This week's AAII Sentiment Survey shows bullish sentiment fell 3.1 percentage points to 

24.8%. The drop keeps optimism at its lowest level since June 22, 2016 (22.0%). It also keeps bullish sentiment below 

its historical average of 38.5% for the 79th week out of the past 81. Bearish sentiment rose 2.4 percentage points to 

38.3%. Pessimism was last higher on February 10, 2016 (48.7%). Source: http://www.aaii.com/sentimentsurvey  

Despite the fact that these survey results are for the week ending 9/22 (last Wednesday before the FED rally), we 

find these sentiment results striking; and a possible contrarian sign as bull markets need a wall of worry to climb. 

That said, however, we focus now on two possible scenarios:  

1) immediately bullish (intermediate iii of major 3 underway)  

2) first bearish then bullish (intermediate ii still developing) 

Hence, maybe sentiment is right as the market has not yet shown us its hand just yet. Scenario 1 has the market 

drop just a few more points before rallying, scenario 2 has the market drop to anywhere between SPX2105-2060 

before rallying.  

A third scenario is shown on the COMPQ daily chart with a possible leading diagonal underway. 

Our long term chart tuned 100% bullish this week. 

How to trade this? 

As mentioned over the past week: stops/hedges can set at around SPX2150 as a drop below SPX2153 most likely 

means intermediate ii is still underway and profits should then be protected or hedged. As long as the DOW remains 

above $18,000 (SPX2120) the uptrend remains intact. 

  

http://www.aaii.com/sentimentsurvey
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Elliot wave update 

Our preferred count continues to be shown in Figure 1. We call it scenario 1: immediately bullish with intermediate 

iii of major 3 of Primary V underway. All TI’s have improved over the past week and are predominatly pointing up, 

with now also a MACD buy signal since last Thursday. The ascending triangle target of SPX2180 was reached to the 

T that same day  . Concerning is that price couldn’t hold 50d SMA support, but and likely will try to seek 20d SMA 

support at SPX2161. However, price remains in the long term green uptrend channel and broke above the upper 

black ascending trenline.  

Figure 1. SPX daily TI chart: SPX2180 reached. Support at SPX2161, 2150. 
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The hourly chart shows what we call scenario 2: first bearish then bullish with intermediate ii still underway. In this 

case intermediate ii is forming a flat correction with (green) minor-a at SPX2119, minor-b at SPX2180 and minor-c 

now underway. Depending on the type of flat correction we can have minor c end at c=a, c=1.382x a and c=1.618x 

a; targeting ~SPX2105, 2075, and 2060; respectively. We simple have too little price information to tell yet, but if we 

were to pick we’d go for SPX2105 as that’s right around the (green) minor 1 of intermediate i high (SPX2109); and 

2nd waves typically bottom at the height of the prior 1-degree lower 1st wave. Note that both the downside gap (red) 

and upside gap (blue) have been filled, so also here the market has done a good job in hiding which gap is more 

important.  

Figure 2. SPX hourly chart: intermediate ii still underway? 
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Market update. 

Zooming out, we observe on the weekly DOW chart the black TI of the three TIs that comprise our A.I. (black, purple 

and red) is fast approaching oversold levels (<20), green box, while the entire A.I. is currently on a non-ideal sell 

signal. Since the bull market started in March 2009, there have been 12 occasions with similar setups (10 blue boxes, 

2 orange boxes). The blue boxes show that every time the weekly A.I. is on a sell signal and the black TI reached 

(<20) the market would subsequently rally substantially. The orange boxes show that there were only two occasions 

where a similar set up let to a small bounce, marginal lower prices, and then the rally. Hence, odds favor 10:2 a 

continued rally. This study supports our two scenarios and adds weight to the evidence to our preferred scenario 1. 

This doesn’t mean scenario 2 can’t happen. Odds are low, (20%) but the market may very well take that road. 

Figure 3. DOW weekly TI chart: weekly A.I. Buy/Sell indicator setting up for buy signal.  

 

On Balance Volume keeps increasing, no negative divergences 
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Last week we showed the time-Fib chart for the DOW and this week we see how it turned right where it had to at 

the 34d interval. Price was unable to sustain a break above the intersection of the two dotted black trendlines and 

going forward these are thus important. A relatively strong Bradley turn date is set for September 28 (see last page). 

The next 34d interval is mid-October (green), which also coincides with another relatively strong Bradley turn date 

on October 19 (See last page). Although tops and bottoms are not forecasted by these time intervals they do suggest 

turns in the market. 

Figure 4. DOW Time-Fib and longer term trendlines. 
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A third scenario is shown on the NAZ: leading diagonal for major 1. We find this the least likely, but it is possible. It 

would mean price will fall back to $4950, ideally. There’s simple too little data yet to firm this count. We’ll simple 

monitor it. Friday may have simple been a gap fill day (red box)  

Figure 5. COMPQ daily TI chart: Scenario 3 may be a Leading Diagonal Triangle? 
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Market breadth 

The SPXMO (McClellan Oscillator of the S&P500) finally broke out above that (pesky) dotted black trend line, and 

the close outside its upper Bollinger Band on Thursday caused it to move back inside on Friday; exactly as expected.  

Now this trendline becomes support. The Summation Index (SPXSI; cumulative SPXMO) has now moved back up and 

we’ll be watching a buy signal as well as possible positive divergence like in September 2015, February 2016 and July 

2016. We have too little information to know which it will be. The insert shows the Advancing/Declining issue line, 

and it made new highs this week without showing negative divergence. This supports continued upside. 

Figure 6. SPXMO broke out. SPXSI bottomed. A/D made new highs. 
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Miscellaneous 

Despite all the bearish sentiment possible counts, the confusion the daily scribbles provide, our long term simple 

moving averages chart (LT-SMA, for trend followers and investing) continues to improve and is now 100% bullish as 

all SMAs are now above the dotted (reference SMA). For long term investors this is all you need to know as the 

market is now per the SMAs in a strong bull believe it or not.  

The Short term (ST-SMA, for traders to swing traders)) picture deteriorate over the past 5 days. But, all SMAs and 

price are still above the dotted (reference) SMAs and as such doesn’t signal a big correction underway. 

Hence, these charts continue to foretell long term upside supporting our preferred Elliot Wave count.  

Figure 7. LT-SMA chart now 100% bullish   ST-SMA chart 65% Bullish.    

 

Below is how a 100% bullish chart look likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. 

 

  

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 
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All 2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 
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